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Abstract
A non-singular static spherically symmetric solution of the nonsymmetric gravita-
tional and electromagnetic theory (NGET) field equations is derived, which depends on
the four parameters m, ℓ2, Q and s, where m is the mass, Q is the electric charge, ℓ2 is
the NGT charge of a body and s is a dimensionless constant. The electromagnetic field
invariant is also singularity-free, so that it is possible to construct regular particle-like
solutions in the theory. All the curvature invariants are finite, there are no null surfaces
in the spacetime and there are no black holes. A new stable, superdense object (SDO)
replaces black holes.
21. Introduction
After publishing his theory of gravitation in 19161, Einstein set himself the goal of
finding a unified field theory of electromagnetism and gravitation. However, a more press-
ing issue for him was the discovery of everywhere regular solutions of such a unified field
theory2. He failed to discover a satisfactory unification of gravitation and electromag-
netism but in his search he developed a unified field theory based on a nonsymmetric field
structure3. In 1979, it was proposed by one of us4−6 that the nonsymmetric field structure
had nothing to do with electromagnetism but instead was a general description of the
geometry of spacetime, i.e. it describes a theory of the pure gravitational field called the
nonsymmetric gravitational theory (NGT).
Although Einstein’s theory has proved to be in good agreement with all the exper-
imental tests that it has been subjected to so far, there has always been the issue of the
existence of singularities in the solutions of the field equations. There exist null surfaces or
event horizons in the solutions at which the red-shift becomes infinite. Although physics
has learned to live with these event horizons, and the notion of cosmic censorship was
invented to prevent an observer at infinity from seeing a “naked” singularity, nobody has
succeeded in proving rigorously that such a cosmic censorship exists, and naked singular-
ity solutions of Einstein’s field equations have been published7. Such a naked singularity
would destroy the Cauchy data on an initial space-like surface, and due to the local nature
of the solution for gravitational collapse would invalidate Einstein’s theory. The big-bang
singularity in the cosmological solutions of the theory have also been cause for concern
among theorists, although due to the global nature of these solutions such a singularity
would not vitiate the theory to the same extent as the gravitational collapse solution.
3There has been much discussion recently about paradoxes that occur in connection
with Hawking radiation and event horizons. An observer at spatial infinity would see
infalling matter “freeze” before it can form an event horizon, whereas a freely falling
observer can fall through an event horizon without difficulty, but be unable to communicate
this fact to the observer at infinity. This means that spacetime is separated into two
disconnected parts by a null surface and there exists no communication between the two
spacetimes. A paradox arises, for these two observers completely disagree about what they
see in a spacetime containing a black hole. The Hawking radiation is purely thermal and
contains no information about a collapsed star. Thus, as first pointed out by Hawking8, this
leads to what has been called the information loss paradox. Neither of these paradoxes has
been resolved satisfactorily in spite of attempts to do so by modifying quantum mechanics
and invoking an, as yet, unknown theory of quantum gravity.
An alternative way to avoid these paradoxes is to modify Einstein gravity theory
(EGT), so that black holes and singularities are eliminated altogether. This cannot be
done in a gravity theory which contains new degrees of freedom arising from some new
conserved charge for which there exists a smooth limit to GR as the charge tends to zero.
An attempt to avoid black hole solutions in NGT, using only solutions depending on the
ℓ2 charge failed for this reason9, for photons do not have an ℓ2 charge and, therefore, a
pure photon star is described by GR and can collapse to a black hole. Moreover, there
is no reason why in every given situation the parameter ℓ2 for a star should have a value
that forbids collapse to a black hole. The aforementioned NGT solutions were based on a
simplifying assumption about the form of the skew symmetric fields. It is only when this
assumption is discarded that the true non-singular nature of NGT is revealed.
In the following, the complete non-singular solution of the NGT field equations is
derived, which for non-vanishing values of a dimensionless parameter s has no null surfaces
4in spacetime and the curvature invariants are finite10. For strong fields, the dependence on
the parameter s is non-analytic, so that a smooth limit to Einstein’s gravitational theory
does not exist. This means that there is a true absence of black holes in NGT, since even
for infinitesimally small s there are no event horizons in the spacetime and no singularity
at r = 0. Einstein’s gravity theory is a separate theory with singularities, which exists only
when it is assumed that gµν and Γ
λ
µν are symmetric in the indices µ and ν. For sufficiently
small s and ℓ2 charge, NGT agrees with all current experiments.
There are no black holes, wormholes or other exotic objects in the nonsingular NGT,
and the stable superdense objects (SDO’s)11 that replace black holes for r ≤ 2m will not
exhibit infinite red-shifts at their surfaces. Therefore, all observers will agree on what
happens when a star collapses to a SDO, and no matter can disappear into a singularity in
the interior of a SDO. There will not be any Hawking radiation from the surface of a SDO;
only normal radiation of both a thermal and non-thermal nature will be emitted from the
surface. Stable neutron stars exist for s ≤ 15 11. Larger values of s will cause neutron stars
to be unstable against gravitational expansion, not collapse. When the NGT ℓ2 charge
effects are included in the neutron star calculations12, then it is possible to counterbalance
the attractive effects of ℓ2 against the repulsive effects of s, weakening the bounds on the
coupling of NGT charge to matter, and the bound on s.
In Section 2., we shall present the Lagrangian density and the field equations of the
nonsymmetric gravitational, electromagnetic theory (NGET). The general properties of
the nonsymmetric static spherically symmetric solutions will be discussed in Section 3,
while in Section 4 we analyze the non-singular nature of these solutions. We conclude with
a summary of the results in Section 5.
52. NGT Lagrangian Density and Field Equations
The Lagrangian density including electromagnetism and sources, in NGT, is given
by4,6,13,14:
L = gµνRµν(W ) +
√−g[κ(g[µν]Fµν)2 −HµνFµν ] + LM , (2.1)
where gµν =
√−ggµν and Rµν(W ) is the NGT contracted curvature tensor:
Rµν(W ) = W
β
µν,β −
1
2
(W βµβ,ν +W
β
νβ,µ)−W βανWαµβ +W βαβWαµν , (2.2)
defined in terms of the unconstrained nonsymmetric connection:
Wλµν = Γ
λ
µν −
2
3
δλµWν , (2.3)
where Wµ ≡Wλ[µλ] = 12 (Wλµλ −Wλλµ). This equation leads to:
Γµ = Γ
λ
[µλ] = 0. (2.4)
The skew tensor Hµν = −Hνµ is defined in terms of the skew electromagnetic field tensor
Fµν by the equation:
gσβg
γσHγα + gασg
σγHβγ = 2gασg
σγFβγ (2.5)
and κ is a coupling constant. The contravariant tensor gµν is defined in terms of the
equation:
gµνgσν = g
νµgνσ = δ
µ
σ . (2.6)
The NGT contracted curvature tensor can be written as
Rµν(W ) = Rµν(Γ) +
2
3
W[µ,ν], (2.7)
6where Rµν(Γ) is defined by
Rµν(Γ) = Γ
β
µν,β −
1
2
(
Γβ(µβ),ν + Γ
β
(νβ),µ
)
− ΓβανΓαµβ + Γβ(αβ)Γαµν . (2.8)
The Lagrangian density for the matter sources is given by (G=c=1):
LM = −8πgµνTµν + 8π
3
WµS
µ. (2.9)
When only electromagnetic fields and gravitation exist in the vacuum i.e. in the absence of
phenomenological matter sources, then Sµ = 0 and the electromagnetic energy-momentum
tensor is given by4,13,14:
Tαβ = − 1
4π
[(gσβH
µσFµα − κg[µν]FµνFαβ − 1
4
gαβ(H
µνHµν − κ(gµνFµν)2)], (2.10)
where
Hµα = gβµgγαHβγ . (2.11)
It can be proved that
gαβTαβ = 0. (2.12)
We observe that there is a coupling term of the form κg[µν]Fµν in the Lagrangian density.
However, the non-singular nature of the theory is manifest for any κ, including κ = 0.
Our field equations are given by
Gµν(W ) = 8πTµν , (2.13)
g[µν],ν = 0, (2.14)
gµν,σ − gρνΓρµσ − gµρΓρσν = 0, (2.15)
(Hαµ − κg[αµ]gνβFνβ),µ = 0, (2.16)
7where
Gµν = Rµν − 1
2
gµνR. (2.17)
The variational principle yields for invariance under coordinate transformations the
four Bianchi identities:
[gανGρν(Γ) + g
ναGνρ(Γ)],α + g
µν
,ρGµν(Γ) = 0. (2.18)
The matter response equations are
1
2
(gσρT
σα + gρσT
ασ),α −
1
2
gαβ,ρT
αβ = 0. (2.19)
For Sµ nonzero, Eq.(2.14) becomes
g[µν],ν = 4πS
µ. (2.20)
If we perform a Hodge decomposition of g[µν]:
g[µν] = a[µ,ν] + ǫµνκλb[κ,λ], (2.21)
we find from (2.20) that the three degrees of freedom aµ are determined by the NGT charge
current Sµ. The other three components, bµ, of g[µν] are not directly coupled to the NGT
charge. It is the degrees of freedom associated with bµ which give rise to the non-singular
nature of NGT (refered to as NSG in Refs.[10,11]). Previous work on NGT concentrated
on the aµ degrees of freedom.
3. The Static Spherically Symmetric Solutions
In the case of a static spherically symmetric field, Papapetrou has derived the canon-
ical form of gµν
15:
gµν =


−α 0 0 w
0 −β fsinθ 0
0 −fsinθ −βsin2θ 0
−w 0 0 γ

 , (3.1)
8where α, β, γ and w are functions of r. The tensor gµν has the components:
gµν =


γ
w2−αγ 0 0
w
w2−αγ
0 − ββ2+f2 fcscθβ2+f2 0
0 − fcscθ
β2+f2
−βcsc2θ
β2+f2
0
− ww2−αγ 0 0 − αw2−αγ

 . (3.2)
The electromagnetic field Fµν is defined in terms of the potentials Aµ:
Fµν = Aν,µ −Aµ,ν , (3.3)
and it has the static components:
F10 = E(r), F23 = H(r) sinθ, (3.4)
all other components being zero. From (2.5) and (3.1)-(3.4), it follows that Hµν = Fµν
and from the equation:
Fµν,σ + Fνσ,µ + Fσµ,ν = 0, (3.5)
we find that H(r) is a constant, which corresponds to the magnetic charge. We shall
assume in accordance with Maxwell’s theory that the magnetic charge is zero. We have
H10 = − E
αγ − w2 . (3.6)
The determinant of the gµν is given by
√−g = sinθ(αγ − w2)1/2(β2 + f2)1/2. (3.7)
The solution to Eq. (2.14) is
w2 =
ℓ4αγ
β2 + f2 + ℓ4
, (3.8)
9where ℓ2 is a constant of integration which is identified with the NGT charge. Eq. (2.16)
has the solution:
E =
(
w
ℓ2
)(
Qρ2
ρ2 + κ2ℓ4
)
=
Qρ
√
αγ − w2
(ρ2 + κ2ℓ4)
, (3.9)
where Q is the electric charge of a particle and
ρ2 = β2 + f2. (3.10)
For ℓ2 = 0, we have
E =
Q
√
αγ
ρ
. (3.11)
The field equations (2.13) for the static spherically symmetric case take the form12:
1 +
(
fB′ − βA′
2α
)′
+B′
(
βB′ + fA′
2α
)
+
1
2
(
fB′ − βA′
2α
)
ln(αγU)′ =
β
ρ2
(
Eℓ2
w
)2
+ 2κβ
(
Qℓ2
ρ2 + κ2ℓ4
)2
, (3.12)
c+
(
βB′ + fA′
2α
)′
−B′
(
fB′ − βA′
2α
)
+
1
2
(
βB′ + fA′
2α
)
ln(αγU)′
= − f
ρ2
(
Eℓ2
w
)2
− 2κf
(
Qℓ2
ρ2 + κ2ℓ4
)2
, (3.13)
−A′′ + 1
2
(lnα)′A′ − 1
2
[(A′)2 + (B′)2]− 1
2
ln(γU)
′′
+
1
4
ln(γU)′ln(
α
γU
)′
= − α
ρ2
(
Eℓ2
w
)2
+ 2κα
(
Qℓ2
ρ2 + κ2ℓ2
)2
, (3.14)
γ
2α
[(1− U)[(A′)2 + (B′)2] + 1
2
(lnγ)′ln
(
γρ2
α
)′
1
2
(lnU)′ln
(
γρ4
α2
)′
+
1
2
2U − 1
1− U [(lnU)
′]2 + ln(γU2)
′′
]
=
γ
ρ2
(
Eℓ2
w
)2
− 2κγ
(
Qℓ2
ρ2 + κ2ℓ4
)2
. (3.15)
10
Here, A,B and U are defined by
A = lnρ, B = tan−1
(
β
f
)
, (3.16)
U =
ρ2
ℓ4 + ρ2
= 1− w
2
αγ
, (3.17)
and A′ = ∂A/∂r.
It is convenient to use the notation15−18:
x =
ρ2
α
, y = γU, exp(q) = exp(A+ iB) = f + iβ. (3.18)
Then the field equations can be written in the form:
2A
′′ − (A′)2 + (B′)2 +A′ln(x/y) = 0, (3.19)
(lny)
′′
+
1
2
(lny)′ln(xy)′ =
2
x
F, (3.20)
q
′′
+
1
2
q′ln(xy)′ + 2(i+ c)
exp(q)
x
=
(
exp(q)
x
)
G− 2
x
F, (3.21)
where
G = −8κexp(−q)
[
Qℓ2
ρ2 + κ2ℓ4
]2
(3.22)
F =
(
Eℓ2
w
)2
− 2κρ2
[
Qℓ2
ρ2 + κ2ℓ4
]2
. (3.23)
Let us define:
λ(r) = (y′)2
(
x
y
)
. (3.24)
Then, Eq.(3.21) can be written as
2
d2p
dz2
λ+
dλ
dz
dp
dz
+ 4(i+ c)exp(p) = 2Gexp(p), (3.25)
11
where q + z = p, z = lny and c is a constant. An integral of (3.26) is given by
(
dp
dz
)2
λ+ 4(i+ c)exp(p) =
∫
2G
dexp(p)
dz
dz + c1, (3.26)
where c1 is a complex constant. We require that
dλ
dz
= 4exp(z)F = 2Re
[∫
exp(p)
dG
dz
]
− (Re c1) + λ. (3.27)
We shall consider the solution for which c1 = λ0(1 + is) where λ0 and s are real
constants. We choose as a further boundary condition that
f → f0 as r →∞. (3.28)
To guarantee that we obtain the Reissner-Nordstrom solution19:
γ = 1− 2m
r
+
Q2
r2
, α =
(
1− 2m
r
+
Q2
r2
)−1
, β = r2, (3.29)
when f = ℓ2 = 0, we require that c = 0.
When Q = 0, we obtain the Vanstone solution18:
f + iβ =
[
iλ0
4y
]
(1 + is)csch2[
√
1 + is/2lny], (3.30)
γ =
(
ℓ4 + f2 + β2
f2 + β2
)
y, α =
(y′)2(f2 + β2)
y(4yQ2 + λ0)
, (3.31)
w =
ℓ2(y′)√
4yQ2 + λ0
, (3.32)
where λ0 = 4m
2 and y is an arbitrary function of r.
For Q 6= 0 and ℓ2 = 0, Eq.(3.23) gives
G = 0, F = Q2 = const. (3.33)
12
and (3.28) leads to
λ = 4exp(z), (Re c1) = λ0, (3.34)
From (3.26), we get
2√
c1
arcsinh
[√
ic1
4
exp(−p/2)
]
=
∫
dy
y(4yQ2 + λ0)1/2
. (3.35)
Solutions to the NGET field equations have been found by Mann14, in the cases
B′ = 0 and ℓ2 = 0. We shall only be concerned here with the latter solution. We must
choose realistic boundary conditions. For r →∞ these must include:
α→ 1, γ → 1, β → r2. (3.36)
Choosing β = r2 so that the radial coordinate satisfies: (r-coordinate)=(proper
circumference)/2π, we find that
y = γ = exp(ν), α =
(γ′)2(f2 + r4)
γ(4γQ2 + λ0)
(3.37)
f = (
λ0
2γ
)(coshψa − cosψb)−2[s(1− coshψacosψb) + sinhψasinψb], (3.38)
where
ψa = 2a
(
arcsinh
√
λ0
4Q2
− arcsinh
√
λ0
4Q2γ
)
, ψb = ψa(a↔ b), (3.39)
and
a =
√√
1 + s2 + 1
2
, b =
√√
1 + s2 − 1
2
. (3.40)
Moreover, we have
λ0 = 4(m
2 −Q2). (3.41)
The function ν is given implicitly by
2exp(ν)(coshψa − cosψb)2 r
2
λ0
= [ssinhψasinψb − (1− coshψacosψb)]. (3.42)
13
For Q = ℓ2 = 0, we recover the Wymann solution16:
γ = exp(ν), (3.43)
α = m2(ν′)2exp(−ν)(1 + s2) (cosh(aν)− cos(bν))−2, (3.44)
f = [2m2exp(−ν)(sinh(aν)sin(bν)+s(1−cosh(aν)cos(bν))](cosh(aν)−cos(bν))−2, (3.45)
where now ν is implicitly determined by the equation:
exp(ν)(cosh(aν)− cos(bν))2 r
2
2m2
= cosh(aν)cos(bν)− 1 + ssinh(aν)sin(bν). (3.46)
4. Analysis of the Non-Singular Solutions
We shall be interested in the branch of multiple solutions for ν in Eqs. (3.42) and
(3.46), which matches onto the unique solution for large r. Thus, we are interested in the
unique inversions of (3.42) and (3.46) which yield an asymptotically flat spacetime. We
are only able to invert (3.43) analytically for r/m < 1, r/Q < 1 and 2m/r < 1, Q/r < 1
and we must resort to numerical methods to establish the intermediate behavior.
We find for 2m/r < 1, Q/r < 1 and 0 < sm2/r2 < 1 that the metric takes the near
Reissner-Nordstrom form:
γ = 1− 2m
r
+
Q2
r2
+
s2(m2 −Q2)2
15r4
(
m
r
+
4m2 −Q2
r2
+ ...
)
, (4.1)
α =
[
1− 2m
r
+
Q2
r2
+
s2(m2 −Q2)2
9r4
(
2 +
7m
r
+ ...
)]−1
, (4.2)
f = s(m2 −Q2)
[
1
3
+
2m
3r
+
6m2 −Q2
5r2
+ ...
]
, (4.3)
where the higher order terms in m/r and Q/r include higher powers of s also. We observe
that for small enough s the NGT corrections to the Reissner-Nordstrom solution and
14
for Q = 0 to the Schwarzschild solution, can be made arbitrarily close to experimental
predictions of Einstein-Maxwell theory and EGT.
We can develop expansions near the origin where r/m < 1, r/Q < 1 and 0 < s <
1, Q/m < 1. Similar expansions exist for −1 < s < 0. The leading terms are:
γ = γ0 +O
((
r
m
)2)
(4.4)
α =
4
s2
(
1 +
1
2
Q2
m2
)
exp
(
−π
s
− 2− πs
8
)(
r
m
)2
+O
((
r
m
)4)
. (4.5)
f = m2
(
4− sπ
2
+ s2 − Q
2
m2
)
+O
((
r
m
)2)
, (4.6)
where γ0 is given by
γ0 =
(
1− 1
2
Q2
m2
)
exp
(
−π
s
− 2− πs
8
)
. (4.7)
For r near zero, 0 < s < 1 and (m−Q) small, we get
γ = γ0 +O
((
r
m
)2)
, (4.8)
α =
4γ0
s2
r2
m2 −Q2 +O
((
r
m
)4)
, (4.9)
f = Q2
(
1− πs
8
+
s2
4
(1− ln2) + ...
)
+O
((
r
m
)2)
. (4.10)
Here, we have
γ0 =
(
m2 −Q2
Q2
)
exp(−π
s
− 2) +O
((
r
m
)2)
. (4.11)
The above results (4.4)–(4.11) clearly illustrate the non-analytic nature of the NGET
solution in the limit s → 0 in the limit of strong gravitational fields. Numerical results
have confirmed that all the expansions given above produce excellent approximations to
the exact solution in their respective regions of validity.
15
When Q = 0, we find for 2m/r < 1 and 0 < sm2/r2 < 1 that the metric takes the
near-Schwarzschild form10:
γ = 1− 2m
r
+
s2m5
15r5
+
4s2m6
15r6
+ ..., (4.12)
α =
(
1− 2m
r
+
2s2m4
9r4
+
7s2m5
9r5
+ ...
)−1
, (4.13)
f =
sm2
3
+
2sm3
3r
+
6sm4
5r2
+ .... (4.14)
Near r = 0 we can develop expansions where r/m < 1 and 0 < |s| < 1. The leading terms
are
γ = γ0 +
γ0(1 +O(s2))
2|s|
(
r
m
)2
+O
((
r
m
)4)
(4.15)
α =
4γ0(1 +O(s2))
s2
(
r
m
)2
+O
((
r
m
)4)
, (4.16)
f = m2
(
4− |s|π
2
+ s|s|+O(s3)
)
+
|s|+ s2π/8 +O(s3)
4
r2 +O(r4), (4.17)
γ0 = exp
(
−π + 2s|s| +O(s)
)
... (4.18)
As in the electrically charged case, these solutions clearly illustrate the non-analytic nature
of the limit s→ 0 in the strong gravitational field regime.
The solution for the extremal case Q = m cannot be obtained from the above ex-
pansions, but must be derived from another branch of the non-singular solution given
by:
f =
s
2γ
(1− coshψcosψ)(coshψ − cosψ)−2, (4.19)
2γr2 = ssinhψsinψ(coshψ − cosψ)−2, (4.20)
where
ψ =
√
s
2
(
1√
γ
− 1
)
. (4.21)
16
Near r = 0 we get
γ =
s
(
√
s+ π
√
2)2
+O
((
r
Q
)2)
, (4.22)
α =
8(coshπ + 1)
(coshπ − 1)(√s+ π√2)2
(
r
Q
)2
+O
((
r
Q
)4)
. (4.23)
f =
Q2(
√
s+ π
√
2)2
2(1 + coshπ)
+O(r2). (4.24)
Note that (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24) are exact for any s.
Let us consider the electric field obtained from (3.11). We have
f2 + r4 = λ0exp(−2ν)(1 + s2)(coshψa − cosψb)−2, (4.25)
and
αγ =
(γ′)2(f2 + r4)
4[m2 + (γ − 1)Q2] . (4.26)
This leads to the result:
Er =
Qγ′
2(m2 + (γ − 1)Q2)1/2 . (4.27)
Using (3.4) and (3.6), we can calculate the invariant quantity:
Φ = FµνFµν .
We find that
Φ = − 2Q
2
r4 + f2
, (4.28)
which is finite at r = 0. Moreover, if we define the dual tensor: ∗Fµν = ǫµναβFαβ, then
it follows that the other electromagnetic invariant, ∗FµνFµν equals zero. The electric field
invariant Φ is finite in the presence of the nonsymmetric gravitational field. In fact, when
any gauge field is incorporated into NGT, the resulting combined field theory invariants
will be made finite at r = 0, because of the geometrical properties of NGT at r = 0.
17
It should be stressed at this stage that the general solution with ℓ2 6= 0 is non-
singular everywhere in spacetime. Our results derived for ℓ2 = 0 can be extended to the
general Vanstone or Mann solution, depending in a non-analytic way on the dimensionless
parameter s.
For Q = 0 and s < 1 the maximum red-shift is between r = 0 and r = ∞, and is
given by
z = exp
(
π
2|s| +
s
|s| +O(s)
)
− 1. (4.29)
A timelike Killing vector at spatial infinity remains timelike throughout the spacetime,
which means that our solutions are free of event horizons and do not possess black holes.
The NGT curvature invariants such as the generalized Kretschmann scalar are finite.
This follows from the fact that the Mann, Vanstone and Wyman solutions share the same
form of expansion near r = 0:
γ = γ0 + γ2r
2 + ..., (4.30)
α = α2r
2 + α4r
4 + ..., (4.31)
f = f0 + f2r
2 + .... (4.32)
Because the NGET solution takes this form a calculation shows that all the curvature
invariants are finite. For example, the generalized Kretschmann invariant is given near
r = 0 by
K = RµνκλRµνκλ = − 4
f40α
4
2γ
4
0
[
α42f
2
0γ
4
0 − γ22α24γ20f40 − f42α22γ40
+4α32f0f2γ
4
0 − γ42α22f40 − α22γ40 − 2γ32α2α4γ0f40 + 6f22α22γ40
]
+O(r2). (4.33)
For the case Q = 0, we find to leading order in s:
K =
exp(2π/s+ 4)
16m4
, r = 0, (4.34)
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=
48m2
r6
, r →∞. (4.35)
We note that the singularity caused by the vanishing of α(r) at r = 0 is a coordinate
singularity, which can be removed by transforming to another coordinate frame of reference.
The curvature invariants do not, of course, contain any coordinate singularities.
We can transform the standard line element:
ds2 = γdt2 − αdr2 − r2(dθ2 + sin2θdφ2) (4.36)
to a line element which is regular near r = 0 by the transformation:
r¯ =
r2
m
. (4.37)
We obtain for Q = 0:
ds2 =
[
γ0 +O
(
r¯
m
)]
dt2 −
[
γ0(1 +O(s2))
s2
+O
(
r¯
m
)]
dr¯2 −mr¯(dθ2 + sin2θdφ2). (4.38)
In this coordinate system, a radially directed photon near r¯ = 0 has the finite coordinate
velocity:
dr¯
dt
= s+O(s3). (4.39)
Let us now consider the proper volume obtained from (3.7):
Vp =
∫ √−gdrdθdφ. (4.40)
By using (3.7), we get for Q = ℓ2 = 0 near r = 0:
√−g = 4
3
exp(−π/s− 2)rsinθ, (4.41)
and
Vp =
16πr2m
s
exp(−π/s− 2). (4.42)
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In comparison, EGT gives
Vp =
4πr3
3
. (4.43)
The surface area and circumference of a body in the non-singular NGT solution are
given by S = Area = 4πr2 and Circumference = 2πr, respectively, which is the same for
the Schwarzschild solution in EGT. The curvature invariants are proportional to (S/Vp)
2
and they are finite constants at r = 0. The Vp scales as the surface area for small r which
demonstrates that a unique geometry exists at the origin. It is this unique geometry which
renders all fields finite at r = 0. The proper volume near r = 0 in NGT is infinitely larger
than in EGT, and it is by this mechanism that infinite energy is avoided.
The equations of motion of a test particle, in NGT , have been derived from the
matter response equations (2.19)5:
duµ
dτ
+
{
µ
αβ
}
uαuβ =
ℓ2t
mt
Kµνu
ν +
e
mt
Fµνu
ν , (4.44)
where uµ = dxµ/dτ , ℓ2t , mt and e are the test particle NGT charge, mass and electric
charge, respectively, and
Kµν =
1
2
γ(µρ)R[ρν](Γ). (4.45)
Moreover, {
λ
αβ
}
=
1
2
γ(λρ)
(
g(µρ),ν + g(ρν),µ + g(µν),ρ
)
, (4.46)
and
γ(λρ)g(λσ) = δ
σ
ν . (4.47)
We have R[10](Γ) = R[23](Γ) = 0 for ℓ
2 = 0 and for Q = 0, it follows from (4.41) that
test particles follow geodesics as in EGT:
duµ
dτ
+
{
µ
αβ
}
uαuβ = 0. (4.48)
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For the non-singular solutions of NGT the spacetime is geodesically complete.
In EGT, it follows from the Hawking-Penrose theorem20 that when a star collapses
it forms a trapped surface and this leads inevitably to a singularity at r = 0, provided the
density ρ and the pressure p satisfy ρ + 3p > 0. In NGT, the presence of repulsive forces
for |s| > 0 prevents the formation of singularities, trapped surfaces and event horizons,
while the positivity condition: ρ+ 3p > 0 is satisfied at all times. Thus, even an infinites-
imally small value of s leads to a non-singular theory of gravity free of black holes, which
satisfies all know experimental observation in gravity. It would be tempting to say that
nature would prefer such a rational description of spacetime compared to EGT, in which
singularities occur and observable quantities like densities and red-shifts become infinite
at points in spacetime.
Let us calculate the energy density of a charged body between r = 0 and r =∞. We
have
T 00 =
Q2
8π(r4 + f2)
. (4.49)
Integrating this over a volume in spherical polar coordinates gives
E =
∫ √−gT 00drdθdφ = Q2
2
∫ ∞
0
(αγ)1/2
(r4 + f2)1/2
dr
=
Q2
2
∫ ∞
0
y′dr
(4yQ2 + λ0)1/2
=
1
4
[
(4Q2 + λ0)
1/2 − (4γ0Q2 + λ0)1/2
]
. (4.50)
For the case when λ0 = 4(m
2 −Q2), we find that
E = 1
2
{
m−
[
m2 −Q2(1− γ0)
]1/2}
. (4.51)
For m >> Q, this becomes
E = Q
2
2m
(1− γ0) +O
((
Q
m
)2)
. (4.52)
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For the extremal case Q = m, we get
E = Q
[
π√
2(
√
2π +
√
s)
]
. (4.53)
We have obtained the remarkable result that the total electromagnetic field energy
for a spherically symmetric charged particle is finite. In the past, it was suggested that
electrons had a finite size in order to overcome the problem of divergences in field theory.
This proposal suffered from the problem that the Coulomb repulsive force would blow the
particle apart. Here the finiteness of the particle energy is not achieved by giving it a finite
size, but by increasing the proper volume near r = 0. A correct description of an electron
must be based on a quantum field theory, so we cannot expect a classical NGT desciption
of the electron to be realistic. In natural units Q >> m for the electron, whereas in our
solution Q ≤ m.
5. Conclusions
We have analyzed solutions to the NGET and NGT field equations, which are non-
singular everywhere in spacetime. The curvature invariants are finite and there are no
event horizons, which means that there are no black hole solutions in the theory. There
will exist stable, super dense objects that replace black holes, which have large red-shifts
at their surfaces. These SDO’s will radiate thermal and non-thermal radiation; they will
not radiate Hawking radiation and there will not be an information loss problem as with
black holes. This has profound implications for our understanding of quantum gravity,
for there is no need for a fundamental change in quantum mechanics to resolve the prob-
lem of predictability associated with black holes and Hawking radiation in EGT, because
spacetime is no longer separated into two disconnected regions described by two different
Hilbert spaces.
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The problem of gravitional collapse is presently being investigated21, together with
the singularity problem in early Universe cosmology. A preliminary analysis reveals that
there will be a non-zero acceleration of the coordinate scale factor R(r, t) as a collapsing
star approaches r = 0, yielding a non-singular final state of collapse. Similar conclusions
can be drawn about the non-singular nature of the cosmological solution at t = 0.
It is clear that in the light of the success of constructing a consistent non-singular
theory of gravity without black holes, in the form of non-singular NGET and NGT, the
whole notion that black holes exist in nature must be critically reconsidered. It is, of course,
difficult to observationally distinguish a SDO from a black hole. The SDO is kept stable
by the repulsive skew symmetric forces which supplement the standard matter pressures
when the SDO reaches extemely high densities. In the case of active galactic nuclei, that
have been purported to be large black holes22, the event horizon at r = 2m would be
deep within the interior of the galaxy. Only an unambiguous detection of a null surface at
r = 2m would clearly settle the issue, but such a null surface is hidden from the view of
the observer. The same is true of black hole candidates such as Cygnus X-123 for which
the event horizon is hidden from view by Newtonian-like accretion disks. The estimated
mass of the unseen companion of Cyg X-1 is Mx ∼ 10− 16M⊙, which is too large to be a
neutron star. But the criterion used to identify the dark companion with a black hole is
based on EGT and the choice of an equation of state for matter at or greater than nuclear
densities. Studies have shown that an equation of state derived from alternative exotic
types of matter, such as soliton stars24, or an equation of state based on effective field
theories of bulk nuclear matter25, can lead to stable compact objects with masses in excess
of 106M⊙. At present, there is no known unique signature that distinguishes such EGT
objects from an SDO in NGT.
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It is imperative that new attempts be made to experimentally settle the question of
whether genuine event horizons exist in nature, because an unambiguous answer will have
profound implications for our understanding of the nature of the geometry of spacetime.
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